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These HSE (or Hidden Serial
Numbers) are codes that may be
found on model specific remote
aftermarket remotes/controls or

devices. taser x26p serial number
location – cew u40 The following is
a list of other hidden serial numbers
that may be found on the product,

refer to the chart below or the
individual model for more
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information. It is vital that the Serial
Number (or Hidden Serial Number)

can be found on the product. It is
not on the original or replacement
remote. TASER X26E|TASER X2
CEW |TASER X26P|TASER X2
CEW Pro|TASER X3 CEW Here
are examples of how to find the
serial number or Hidden Serial

Number [TASER X26E]|[TASER
X2 CEW] Hidden Serial Number:
301713-8012-22B-B13 SERIAL
NUMBER |CUSTOMER MARK
|DEVICES PRODUCED -------

|----------- |------- 301713-8012-22B-
B13 |3222211-5536-6535 |0

[TASER X26P]|[TASER X2 CEW
Pro] Hidden Serial Number:

281559-5113-3540-2E34 SERIAL
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NUMBER |CUSTOMER MARK
|DEVICES PRODUCED -------

|----------- |------- 281559-5113-354
0-2E34|081630-6032-6451-7072|2
[TASER X3 CEW] Hidden Serial

Number: 203118-8838-2E0D-4C26
SER
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TASER X2 CEW Details and
Features of the TASER X2
Conducted Energy Weapon
(CEW). . CEWs are the TASER
brand of weapons, which use a
conducted energy weapon cartridge
to deliver electrical impulses to
target an animal or person to
incapacitate him/her. As a cartridge,
the CEW features a firing button,
safety, power, and laser. The CEW
is equipped with a CEW shock
cartridge. . Conducted Energy
Weapon (CEW) Cartridge: CEW
Cartridge Specifications. . The
CEW cartridge is a conductive
metal wire housed in a sealed plastic
cartridge casing. . The CEW
cartridge contains a firing pin,
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striker and taser wires. The firing
pin strikes the striker, which then
fires the taser wires. . TASER X2C
Conducted Energy Weapon
Description. The TASER X2C
Conducted Energy Weapon is a
software upgradable, two-shot
handheld weapon that can be used to
incapacitate threats. . The TASER
X2C is a handheld, two-shot, non-
lethal weapon and can be used to
subdue subjects up to 150 . The
TASER X2C has a lifespan of
50,000+ rounds. . The TASER X2C
has a range of about 10–12 feet and
is shock-less. . The TASER X2C is
battery powered and includes
rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. .
The TASER X2C has a lithium-ion
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rechargeable battery that can be
charged using either AA batteries or
the included AC adapter. . The
TASER X2C uses two 18650
batteries to power the weapon. . The
TASER X2C has a safety device
and a manual test function to ensure
the weapon is in working order. .
The TASER X2C has an internal
power LED and a “Go” button that
is used to launch the cartridge. . The
TASER X2C is designed to be used
with CEW cartridges. . The TASER
X2C is a full electronic device that
uses both a main circuit board and
an internal circuit board. . The
TASER X2C contains two CR123
batteries. . The TASER X2C
contains a firing button, laser,
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